Riesling!

2020 „Vom Schiefer“
Riesling Niederhausen VDP.ORTSWEIN
Our Riesling "Vom Schiefer" is a real character wine. Its grapes originate 100% from our top quality location called
“Niederhäuser Hermannsberg”. Only a stone's throw away from the copper mine, this whole new “Riesling world”
reveals itself. Our so called "Vom Schiefer" presents itself with a diverse complexity of aromas and multilayered flavors in
the nose. On the palate, a certain spiciness and minty freshness can be perceived that go hand in hand with a rich and
full flavor but without any heaviness in taste. Finally, it convinces through its long and well balanced finish. With its clear
structure, our "Vom Schiefer" cuts a fine figure not only as a dining companion, but also as a mature wine.

As a meal companion it calls after subtly spiced dishes. We prefer to drink it with whole-cooked poulard with seasonal
vegetables.

Origin: The grounds of the south-facing “Hermannsberg” mountain are shaped by the Ice Age, with clay slate in the
subsoil, overgrown by loess. Melaphyre was brought into the vineyard over 100 years ago by the mining industry. These
grounds provide fertile soil for grapes that give rise to distinctive wines with very complex aromas. Their characteristics
protrude less with superficial stimuli but with their elegance and confidence with which they scintillate uniquely in their
time.

Classification
VDP.ORTSWEIN

Alcohol
13,0 %

Flavor
Dry

Residual Sugar
3,8 g/l

Type of Grape
Riesling

Acidity
7,5 g/l

Harvest Yield
50 hl/ha

Optimum Drinking Temperature
8-12 Grad

Orientation of Slope
South

Optimum Drinking Maturity
2021 – 2031

Soil
Clay slate, loess, melaphyre
Angle of Slope
Steep slope
Maturation
Combination of stainless steel and
wood

Art. Nr.: 208113

AP- Nr. 7-750053-050-21

EAN 750 ml: 4035384811030

EAN 6x750 ml: 4035384811085
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